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“On Thesis Publications”

“The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with the aesthetics of civic monuments and infrastructures. The cities most canonical projects validate its apparent biases - an oscillation between
iconic modern and postmodern figures proliferate the urban fabric. The
dynamic between these two paradigms creates a complex relationship
between architecture, urban space, and the public mirroring the cities
longstanding and complex history of segregated urban space and peoples.
This project draws precedent from the format of the 1980 Stanley Tigerman exhibition Late entries to the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition,
a then radical competition set to reinvigorate the discipline the way
the original 1922 international competition had. The format of this ‘late
entry competition’ has a longstanding history in Chicago as a method
of generating new theoretical forms, testing forthcoming design trends,
and furthering a theoretical discourse on the cities architectural biases.
The winning entries in these competitions have crafted a certain
legibility to the cities identity and current socio-political issues. Each
iteration of the competition has focused on exploring a specific formal
languages and then relevant architectural or societal issues. This investigation contends to prioritize the effects of character building (through
contextualism and legibility) and public space on contemporary architectural and socio-political discourse.
In 1987, Chicago held a design competition for the development of the
cities new central public library.
The resultant project thereafter became a civic monument reflective of the cities socio-political investments and its response to
its multiplicity of histories. In 2015, Chicago architectural collaborative
Design With Company would investigate the premise of the ‘late entry’
format as a critique on the public library competition, a project that
mirrors the effects of the tribune tower competition.
Looking to engage in a similar discourse, while engaging with
present issues, this thesis proposes a contemporary late, late entry into
the inaugural competition, contending that an emphasis on the development of character specificity, public interactions, and targeted experiences, rather than the deploying of historical forms and ornamentation,
present a system more capable of supporting an agonistic civic platform representative of Chicago’s contemporary public matters.”
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“On Thesis Methodologies”

On Thesis Methodologies: This thesis is broken down into several parts based, mitigating th eorder in which the research was approached and the narrative was constructed. A historical disection of
the architectural paradigms of chicago are used to inform a contemporary analysis of the public spaces present, and the impact of these
spaces. As a way to mitigate the two with an interest in investigating
architectures relationship so socia-politial issues, character, or characteristics are researched as a way to further investigate these connections. All of this preliminary research

Chicago (Narrative) -- Public Space - - Character
------------------------------------------------Late Entries Competitions -- Library
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“On Chicago”

On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with civic
monuments and infrastructures. The canonical architectural projects
represent the cities complex historical biases - an oscillation between
iconic modern and postmodern figures proliferate the urban fabric.
Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as monuments
to the international style, modern architecture, and civic functionality.
Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal center plaza is
unified by a relentless expanse of grid organization.
The federal center and its accompanying plaza are a product of
the disinvestment in the predominantly black south side neighborhoods
in favor of investing in the downtown loop area. The lasting results of
decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
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The federal complex represents the militarization of public space
and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago.
Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
inter-sectional concerns, the plaza stands as one of the most complex
and iconic of the cities civic projects and public infrastructures. In today’s political climate - with the declaration of the cities immigrant and
refugee sanctuary status, opposition to the countries current political
climate, and constant social unrest for gang and police violence within
the cities diverse neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a
space for protest and public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the
contemporary trend of social activism, augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a response to the countries polarizing political
choices. These factors have led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in the provocation and engagement of public matters. The
dynamic adjacencies between modernism and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the relationships of architecture, public space,
and the user within Chicago’s most compelling and visible of spaces.
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On Chicago: The city of Chicago has a complex relationship with civic
monuments and infrastructures. The canonical architectural projects
represent the cities complex historical biases - an oscillation between
iconic modern and postmodern figures proliferate the urban fabric.
Projects like Mies Van Der Rohe’s Federal Center act as monuments
to the international style, modern architecture, and civic functionality.
Like many projects in Chicago’s downtown, the federal center plaza is
unified by a relentless expanse of grid organization.
The federal center and its accompanying plaza are a product of
the disinvestment in the predominantly black south side neighborhoods
in favor of investing in the downtown loop area. The lasting results of
decisions like this are apparent throughout the periphery neighborhoods; a history of segregation, redlining, extensive policing, and violence have left the residents of these neighborhoods in a constant state
of unrest and descent.
The federal complex represents the militarization of public space
and longstanding segregation of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today, as these historical issues have evolved, and branched into more
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On Federal Plaza Site Analysis: The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and longstanding segregation
of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today, as these historical issues
have evolved, and branched into more inter-sectional concerns, the
plaza stands as one of the most complex and iconic of the cities civic
projects and public infrastructures. In today’s political climate - with
the declaration of the cities immigrant and refugee sanctuary status,
opposition to the countries current political climate, and constant social
unrest for gang and police violence within the cities diverse neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a space for protest and
public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of
social activism, augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a
response to the countries polarizing political choices. These factors have
led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in the provocation
and engagement of public matters. The dynamic adjacencies between
modernism and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible of spaces.
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On Federal Plaza Site Analysis: The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and longstanding segregation
of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today, as these historical issues
have evolved, and branched into more inter-sectional concerns, the
plaza stands as one of the most complex and iconic of the cities civic
projects and public infrastructures. In today’s political climate - with
the declaration of the cities immigrant and refugee sanctuary status,
opposition to the countries current political climate, and constant social
unrest for gang and police violence within the cities diverse neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a space for protest and
public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of
social activism, augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a
response to the countries polarizing political choices. These factors have
led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in the provocation
and engagement of public matters. The dynamic adjacencies between
modernism and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible of spaces.
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On Federal Plaza Site Analysis: The federal complex represents the militarization of public space and longstanding segregation
of urbanity and people in Chicago. Today, as these historical issues
have evolved, and branched into more inter-sectional concerns, the
plaza stands as one of the most complex and iconic of the cities civic
projects and public infrastructures. In today’s political climate - with
the declaration of the cities immigrant and refugee sanctuary status,
opposition to the countries current political climate, and constant social
unrest for gang and police violence within the cities diverse neighborhoods, the plaza has been appropriated as a space for protest and
public gathering. This new paradigm reflects the contemporary trend of
social activism, augmented by youth engagement, social media, and a
response to the countries polarizing political choices. These factors have
led to a growing speculation in architecture’s role in the provocation
and engagement of public matters. The dynamic adjacencies between
modernism and postmodern design decisions has emphasized the
relationships of architecture, public space, and the user within Chicago’s
most compelling and visible of spaces.
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“On Public Space”

On Thesis Methodologies: This thesis is broken down into several parts based, mitigating th eorder in which the research was approached and the narrative was constructed. A historical disection of
the architectural paradigms of chicago are used to inform a contemporary analysis of the public spaces present, and the impact of these
spaces. As a way to mitigate the two with an interest in investigating
architectures relationship so socia-politial issues, character, or characteristics are researched as a way to further investigate these connections. All of this preliminary research

Chicago -- Public Space (Narrative) - - Character
------------------------------------------------Late Entries Competitions -- Library
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“On Public Space”

On Public Space: In the face of urban densification, cities should
support an open, equitable public realm and leverage the associated
benefits for the actors within the space. Public spaces offer the capacity to support a complex agenda of livability and sociability, economic
prosperity, community cohesion, social justice, and overall sustainability for cities. These goals are seemingly achievable by promoting
the fully open, porous, and dynamic nature of public spaces - which
represents the essence of their publicness.
What can public space offer in an increasingly privatized society? Here privatization works twofold: the exploitative nature and
visual pollution brought by the progression of branding and capitalism, and the shrinking relative scale of the individual based on the
personalized nature of hand held technology and social media. These
future perspectives prompt an investigation into the development of
people centered design methods at the scale of the individual, the
collect public, and the building.
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On Public Space: Shifting methodologies from objects to places
promotes a ‘placemaking’ design approach focused on the influence
of culture and place, rather than building technologies and infrastructures. These thoughts on the status of contemporary public space
leads this thesis to contend that character building and contextualization may operate as an effective methodology to explore and
empower a more agonistic, engaging, ‘placeled’ publicness for participants to engage with.
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On The Ideal City Paintings Shifting methodologies from objects
to places promotes a ‘placemaking’ design approach focused on the
influence of culture and place, rather than building technologies and
infrastructures. These thoughts on the status of contemporary public
space leads this thesis to contend that character building and contextualization may operate as an effective methodology to explore and
empower a more agonistic, engaging, ‘placeled’ publicness for participants to engage with.
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On Serlios Plates: Shifting methodologies from objects to places
promotes a ‘placemaking’ design approach focused on the influence
of culture and place, rather than building technologies and infrastructures. These thoughts on the status of contemporary public space
leads this thesis to contend that character building and contextualization may operate as an effective methodology to explore and
empower a more agonistic, engaging, ‘placeled’ publicness for participants to engage with.
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On Serlios Comedic Plate: In the face
of urban densification, cities should
support an open, equitable public realm
and leverage the associated benefits
for the actors within the space. Public
spaces offer the capacity to support a
complex agenda of livability and sociability, economic prosperity, community
cohesion, social justice, and overall
sustainability for cities. These goals are
seemingly achievable by promoting the
fully open, porous, and dynamic nature
of public spaces - which represents the
essence of their publicness.
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On Thesis Methodologies: This thesis is broken down into several parts based, mitigating th eorder in which the research was approached and the narrative was constructed. A historical disection of
the architectural paradigms of chicago are used to inform a contemporary analysis of the public spaces present, and the impact of these
spaces. As a way to mitigate the two with an interest in investigating
architectures relationship so socia-politial issues, character, or characteristics are researched as a way to further investigate these connections. All of this preliminary research

Chicago -- Public Space - - Character (Narrative)
------------------------------------------------Late Entries Competitions -- Library
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“On Character”

On Character: I have been thinking about character in primarily two
ways. The first, in the modes of architects like john hejduk or bureau
spectacular, where character references iconicity and a familiarization
with objects, or parts. The Second idea of character references using
site specific vernacular and context as a way to inform design, formal
language, textures, colors, and other affects.
A combination of these two modes helped to inform a design
methodology that may be more engaging for the majority of chicagoans. Coupling these ideas on the back of today’s political climate
prompts an investigation into the ways character and public space can
help provide a more democratic scene for the current agonistic climate
and protests taking place in the city.
The site i’m interested in presents its own character and relation
to context. The Harold washington public library sits as a polarizing
monument to postmodernism and civic infrastructure. Its location and
program both engage with the most public views of the city and the
modern library typology could in itself be considered to blur the boundaries of public space through its offered services, activities, and availability.

						Vernacular
		Character			Context
						Iconicity
		
		-------------------------------------------		
			
			
Democratic Public		
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On Thesis Methodologies: This thesis is broken down into several parts based, mitigating th eorder in which the research was approached and the narrative was constructed. A historical disection of
the architectural paradigms of chicago are used to inform a contemporary analysis of the public spaces present, and the impact of these
spaces. As a way to mitigate the two with an interest in investigating
architectures relationship so socia-politial issues, character, or characteristics are researched as a way to further investigate these connections. All of this preliminary research
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“On Late Entries”

On “Late Entries”: This thesis proposal borrows firstly from the ‘late
entry’ format of Claes Oldenburg’s Late Entries to the Chicago Tribune
Tower Competition, and then Stanley Tigerman’s 1980’s recreation of
the same name. Architects have continuously presented recreations of
the provocative competition, turning it into something of a tradition.
While some of the designs drew directly from the original or previous
entries as source material, others riffed on the classical motifs that proliferated the earlier entries and iconic built works as critique.
The fascination with the design of the original competition
stemmed from its global influence and the participation of future
designers. The results of the competition presented designs that were
starkly contrasting ideas from the world’s most foremost designers producing a ripple effect which influenced a variety of emerging schools
of thought competing to define “modernity”.
As a member of the Chicago Seven, it was for imperative for
Stanley Tigerman’s installment of the ‘“late entries” format to gauge
the discipline during a moment of radical change. Just as Gothic ornamentation and Bauhaus modernism blurred paradigms during the
1922 competition, Tigerman’s respondents represented a blending of
contrasting ideas from some of the most radical thinkers and prolific
designers of the late twentieth century. Some of the more prominent
entries would go on to project ideas to the next generation - motivations on rethinking history, tradition, and form in new ways. In the
latest installment of this format, the Make New History titled 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial sought to reinvision the explorative nature
of the original competition with the most pressing contemporary issues.
The projects were showcased as a sea of towers located in the grand
hall of the Chicago Cultural Center.
A specific design consideration for this edition stemmed from
the use of two rejected 1922 proposals. The Doric column tower designed by Adolf Loos and the modernist design of Ludwig Hilberseimer.
The use of these projects provacates a reflecting illustration of Chicago’s multiple architectural identities, a considerable oscillation between
modern and postmodern tendencies proliferate the dense urban fabric.
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The design of Loos represents an interesting reading of postmodernisms association to the following competition provoked contrasting and provocative and playful designs - Adolf Loos proposing a
tower representative of a doric column, referencing the “column” that
compose a newspaper, the prototype to the art-deco tower, or a symbolic towers like an obelisk, giant Native American statue, and even
a billboard projecting headlines. The 1980 competitio would draw on
these histories, projecting similar formal qualities and riffing on the
iconicity of the original entries; designs included massive baby bottles,
White Sox uniforms, floating towers, and giant newspaper pages. The
third installment, Projecting from the ideas of Loos’ giant doric column would have the new entrants designing a range of wide range of
projects. The designs ranged from contemporary stylistic motifs and
symbols to adapting the metaphorical nature of Loos’ entry but with
new references and materials. Digital collage, new fabrication methods,
historical anecdotes, and cultural critiques were all displayed in the 16
contemporary editions.
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In the latest installment of this format, the Make New History titled 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial sought to reinvision the
explorative nature of the original competition with the most pressing
contemporary issues. The projects were showcased as a sea of towers
located in the grand hall of the Chicago Cultural Center. A specific design consideration for this edition stemmed from the use of two rejected
1922 proposals. The Doric column tower designed by Adolf Loos and
the modernist design of Ludwig Hilberseimer. The use of these projects
provacates a reflecting illustration of chicago’s multiple architectural
identities with a rhetorical or playful twist. Adolf Loos proposed a tower
representative of a doric column, referencing the “column” that compose a newspaper, the prototype to the art-deco tower, or a symbolic
towers like an obelisk, giant native american statue, and even a billboard projecting headlines.
The 1980 competition would draw on these histories, projecting similar formal qualities and riffing on the iconicity of the original
entries; designs included massive baby bottles, white sox uniforms,
floating towers, and giant newspaper pages. The third installment,
Projecting from the ideas of Loos’ giant doric column would have the
new entrants designing a range of wide range of projects. The designs
ranged from contemporary stylistic motifs and symbols to adapting the
metaphorical nature of Loos’ entry but with new references and materials. Digital collage, new fabrication methods, historical anecdotes, and
cultural critiques were all displayed in the 16 contemporary editions.
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Similarly to the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition, the 1987
Chicago Public Library Competition represented the cities bias toward
selecting civic designs that are preoccupied with the articulation of
historic forms and ornamentation as a way to engage with the public.
The original competition, devised as a design/build, was also presented
as an international competition. Judges were presented five drastically
different final proposals. Each team was large and diverse, made of
several design firms and engineering consultants.
In the spirit of the late entry format, Chicago based architectural
collaborative Design With Company presented their own late entry to
the original 1987 proposal. As a critique on the winning selection, Design With Company’s investigation contends with the critical responses
to the libraries outcome, not in an effort to correct, but to revisit the
polemic in a revealing and conteporary way. The project presents two
dozen late entries in the form of a single building. The resulting analysis behaves like a city, playing on scale, legibility, and narrative.
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Many architects have been critical of the library selection, citing the
settlement for a safe regressive design in the face of the other more
dynamic entries. Even Stanley Tigerman publicized his thoughts, writing “By selecting that scheme [the winning design], it sends Chicago
backwards, away from its own future precisely the way the Tribune
Tower Competition and the Columbian Exposition did.” Design With
Company describes their investigation in the follow way:
“This Late Entry to the Chicago Public Library Competition uses
the parameters of the 1987 architectural competition as a framework
to reexamine issues at stake not only in the original design prompt, but
also: the choice of the winning scheme, the use of history in the design
of architecture, and contemporary ideas surrounding libraries and the
city. The ‘Late Entry’ format borrows from Claes Oldenburg’s Late Entry
to the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition as well as Stanley Tigerman exhibition of the same name from 1980. With this reboot of the
format, we are drawing a connection between the Tribune Tower and
the Public Library competitions, each of which have been instrumental
in shaping attitudes toward architecture in Chicago. Both competitions
resulted in buildings that self-consciously deploy historical forms and
ornament to communicate with the public.”
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“On Libraries”

On Thesis Methodologies: This thesis is broken down into several parts based, mitigating th eorder in which the research was approached and the narrative was constructed. A historical disection of
the architectural paradigms of chicago are used to inform a contemporary analysis of the public spaces present, and the impact of these
spaces. As a way to mitigate the two with an interest in investigating
architectures relationship so socia-politial issues, character, or characteristics are researched as a way to further investigate these connections. All of this preliminary research
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“On Libraries”

On the Chicago Public Library: In 1987 Chicago held a design competition for the development of the cities new central public library.
The resultant project, the Harold Washington Public Library, thereafter
became a civic monument - reflective of the cities socio-political investments and its response to the multiplicity of histories and architectural
paradigms through which it had developed. The format of the ‘late
entries’ competition has a longstanding relationship to Chicago’s architectural discourse. The competition is primarily used as a vehicle to
rethinking the cities histories, or making those histories new by investigating them in a contemporary context.
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On Thesis Methodologies: This thesis looks to further the narrative
of the late entry format by proposing a late, late entry into the public
library competition. By affirming the late entry formats ability to project dynamic ideas on the prospective future of design discourse. This
investigation seeks to link the relationships between public space, the
densification of urban infrastructures, and the prospective formal and
interactive benefits of architectural characters.
In order to root this investigation in a relevant and contemporary pedagogical framework, this thesis will propose a contemporary
library that seeks to reframe new histories, extrapolate characters
through a variety of sources - including the previous entries and contemporary public matters on protest - and produce a new field condition within the city of chicago, as a critique on the on the current
statuses of these topics. Thereby emphasizing the importance of contemporary public matters and agonistic actor participation in today’s
socio-political climate.
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“On Site Analysis”
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“On Site Analysis”
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“On Site Analysis”

“On Precedent Analysis”
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“Late Entries to the Chicago Public Library Competition Diagrams
by Design With Company”
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“On Site Analysis”

“All Circulation Paths”

“Grid Rythmn”

“Train Track Locations”

“On Site Analysis”

“Interior & Exterior Public Space”

“Street Grid”
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